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About This Game

Chess game with advanced artificial intellect of player's opponent in 3D environment. Main feature is smart artificial intellect,
which can give you hard work for win!

Features:
- 6 levels of AI's strength

- Action in full 3D environment
- Eye-catching graphics
- Controllable camera
- "Undo turn" function
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-Honestly the biggest issue I see with this game lies within the colors and the chosen size of the board and pieces. The board is
too small, there needs to be more spacing, and the pieces should be colored with the standard black and white we've come to
know and love :P Or even brown and cream colored pieces.

-But, if you want to play chess for cheap, it isn't the worst option out there. I paid about a dollar for the game and so I can't
complain too much

TLDR: Worth the money but not a chess game I'd play myself for the above reasons. First and foremost I don't care that I lose. I
play chess recklessly and without a strategy so losing isn't a big deal but the movement of the queen is kind of stupid because
when the queen moves to the corner of the rook they will switch places and I'm pretty sure you can't do that because I was
unable to do. Overall the games pretty solid and I enjoy it.. Not a bad chess game to play some quick games.Obviously
considering the price do not expect a lot of extras.Would have paid a few more dollars for some more options.Works well. One
thing to consider if you are a beginning player even at the weakest setting the engine is pretty good.So if your are just starting
out in the wonderful game of chess do not expect to beat the game easily.. Seriously! Chess on sale for only 0.39p Can you
imagine me complaining "I would have to be a reet tight ungratefull Bsatard.
Whats that i hear you say "Does it have Draughts?" "NO! it doesnt. If you want draughts go open a fffing window" ; )

Its made by Atari Games you know!

EDIT No its not! damn that dyslexia
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